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Imagine cruising Stevens Creek Boulevard at night.
Your self-driving car’s entire windshield is
illuminated, projecting data like Yelp reviews for
restaurants. Not hungry? Swipe your hand over the
gesture-controlled dashboard and a Facebook
message appears.

Components of this vision are already in the works at
Mercedes-Benz Research & Development North
America’s Palo Alto headquarters. The subsidiary of
auto giant Daimler AG employs 150 people in Silicon
Valley to work on projects like cloud-based apps and
smartphone-powered information systems.

Mercedes set up shop in Silicon Valley during the height of the dot-com boom in the
mid-1990s, along with other early auto tech adopters like BMW AG and Volkswagen AG. In
the last two years, Honda Motor Co., Nissan Motor Co. and Ford Motor Co. have joined the
ranks of automakers tapping Silicon Valley’s talent pool, bringing all the major automakers
into the region.

“We see Silicon Valley as one of those places where innovation is born,” said Johann
Jungwirth, president and CEO of Mercedes-Benz Research & Development North America.
“We are not just an outside research facility with some crazy ideas and a greenfield
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approach.”

The rise of connected cars with Internet access is increasing demand for hardware and
software pioneered in Silicon Valley.

Traditional auto companies are competing with Google Inc.’s self-driving car team and
Tesla Motors Inc. to get new innovations to market. But Silicon Valley’s talent wars, anxiety
about adding to highway gridlock and broader challenges like data security are obstacles
to growing the area’s auto industry.

Automakers and technology companies also have a different view of market opportunities
in the field. For high-tech executives, cars may represent an oversized consumer
electornic device. But concerns like regulations and safety constrain car companies’ ability
to rush new innovations to market.

The discrepancy represents a cultural disconnect. Success in the automotive world is built
on reliability and safety — the opposite of Silicon Valley’s storied risk-taking and failure
tolerance.

“Silicon Valley engineering is all about being fast to market,” said Peter Oel, director of
Volkswagen Group of America’s Electronics Research Lab in Belmont. “The implications of
technology in cars while driving are different from surfing on the couch.”

Long term, that disconnect may hamper Silicon Valley as it vies to join the ranks of global
automotive tech hubs like Michigan, Japan and Germany.

Investing in Silicon Valley

Auto companies now hold a combined 520,000 square feet of local research and
development, with Tesla’s Palo Alto headquarters accounting for more than half that
number. Space leased by auto companies rose 17 percent in 2012.

“It’s absolutely growing,” said Liz Kerton, executive director of Silicon Valley’s Autotech
Council. “Some of the guys are just a one-man show — an engineer doing scouting and
taking good ideas, sending them back to head office in Detroit. Some are doing full labs
and testing.”

That trend, and the rise of connected cars, spurred Kerton to start the Autotech Council as
a spinoff from the Telecom Council of Silicon Valley in 2012.

The organization hosts members like Volkswagen Group, Nissan and Hyundai Ventures for
monthly startup pitch meetings. The group also facilitates introductions to venture
capitalists and telecom providers to help get new innovations to market.

“With each innovation cycle, it is even more important to collaborate closely” with tech
providers, Jungwirth said. “You cannot do that from Germany or anywhere else.”
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Mercedes’ Silicon Valley operation has doubled in size each of the last three years in both
budget and staffing. It has established relationships with the likes of Apple Inc., Google
Inc. and Yelp Inc., and will move into a new 71,715-square-foot R&D lab in Sunnyvale this
fall.

Volkswagen Group — which includes the VW, Audi, Bentley and Bugatti brands in addition
to eight others — is also growing. The company’s Belmont lab employs 140 people, a small
team in a global R&D unit that counts 35,000.

Chuhee Lee, deputy director of Volkswagen’s Belmont lab, is watching several hot Silicon
Valley tech sectors for automotive applications. Machine learning, where vehicles can
remember and adapt to driver preferences, is one technology that could go hand-in-hand
with data generated by wearable computers.

“What Big Data could mean for us is that there are many sources of data,” Lee said. “Data
from wearable sensors, data from social media, data your car generates, data from your
phone.”

Assuming consumers don’t balk at data security concerns (which VW is studying), Lee
hopes to integrate smartphone calendar appointments and other information stored on
devices outside the car into one powerful in-vehicle information-entertainment system.

Lee describes a scenario where a computer listens to drivers and processes spoken
information — like two people talking about Chinese food — then auto-generates a list of
the nearest Chinese restaurants with the option to start navigating to them.

Another advantage to locating in Silicon Valley is market research, said Dirk Rossberg, who
oversees 30 BMW employees focusing on smartphone-powered infotainment systems, in-
car applications and human-machine interaction.

“Today the U.S. is the biggest market for BMW,” said Rossberg, director of the BMW Group
Technology Office. “California is ahead of the United States. Silicon Valley is ahead of
California.”

Competition with Google

The sight of Google’s self-driving cars on Bay Area highways is familiar to commuters, but
traditional automakers are taking on the search-engine giant.

In a 26,615-square-foot auto lab in Sunnyvale’s Moffett Park neighborhood, Nissan in early
2012 opened a hub for self-driving, or autonomous, vehicle research.

To lead the research initiative, which was previously based in Japan, the company hired
former NASA artificial intelligence researcher Maarten Sierhuis.

“Autonomous vehicles are here,” said Greg Dibb, senior manager of strategy and
operations at the Nissan Research Center Silicon Valley. “It’s just a matter of degrees.”
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Elements of autonomous vehicles are already working in Nissan cars, such as features that
auto-correct when drivers drift lanes or immediately stop when a person steps behind a
car in reverse.

He said Sierhuis envisions the car — known as “the agent” — and the driver working as a
team, similar to equestrians riding horses.

“The agent knows you had your doctor’s appointment and you’re on your way out, so the
car leaves its parking space and comes and picks you up when you’re on your way out,”
Dibb explains.

In the luxury car market, Mercedes and BMW have both tested fully autonomous cars in
Germany. Jungwirth says that lends his company a leg up over Google, which is both a
competitor and an ally.

“We meet on a regular basis to exchange information where we can, especially on the
regulatory side,” he says of his peers at Google. “On the technology side, we have some
different approaches.”

Jungwirth said Google’s cars are heavily laser-based, using a $70,000-$80,000 module.
Mercedes focuses on stereo-vision cameras and sensor fusion he says is closer to
production-grade. Google didn’t respond to requests for comment.

While the race to get the first fully autonomous vehicle to market continues, Kerton
expects 17 auto manufacturers to have a presence in Silicon Valley by the end of 2013.
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